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The
Digital
Trust
Economy
week

www.digiworldweek.com

The 38th annual DigiWorld Summit
will have as its central theme:
The Digital Trust Economy. It will
be an opportunity to engage in a
meaningful international debate over
digital trust issues – starting with
security and privacy – which have
become major sources of concern for
all of the ecosystem’s stakeholders.
• Are we reaching a tolerance
threshold for online trust?
• How can veteran digital industry
players (equipment suppliers, telcos,
IT companies) capitalise on the
current climate?
• Are verticals threatened by the
situation or, on the contrary, on the
winning side of trust and security
issues?
• Do we need a new regulatory
framework to govern, or reassure,
market players and consumers?

IDATE
www.digiworldsummit.com

AGENDA
TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER
19:00

DigiWorld Summit Welcome Party + Nightcap

WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER
09:00-10:45

11:15-13:00

14:00-16:30

PLENARY SESSIONS

16:30-17:30

FORUMS

Connected Things
Is trust really
necessary?
Buffet

Networking

Future Networks

Technologie arms race:
what are the key
enablers available
today?

The risks are clear,
but the impacts unknown

TV & Video

FinTech

Networking &
meet the speakers

Opening
Session

Game Summit
Part 1
18:15-19:00
DigiWorld Week special guest speaker

19:00-19:30
DigiWorld Awards Ceremony

19:30
DigiWorld Week party +
Nightcap

THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER
09:00-11:10

11:40-13:00

14:00-16:00

FORUMS

PLENARY SESSIONS
Game changers:
Trust will change
our future everyday life

Buffet

Networking
Trust as an opportunity

Mobile Networks

Regulation:
trust and antitrust

Will blockchain
technology be the
ultimate trust solution?

Digital Africa

Smart City

Game Summit - Part 2
16:00
Networking & closing cocktail
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The Digital
Trust Economy
Choosing the theme for the 2016 DigiWorld Summit came about quite naturally. The vast majority of IDATE
DigiWorld members were eager to tackle the topic of trust.
For some time now, trust has been recognised as a vital ingredient in the success of a brand, an economy
or a society. This is all the more true in a world being transformed by digital innovation. In its scenarios for
2025, IDATE DigiWorld underscored that trust was one of the key variables in tomorrow’s digital ecosystem.
To shore up this belief, we need only look at some recent headlines:
the cyberattacks against telcos, TV networks and government agencies,
the legal wrangles between Apple and WhatsApp and government authorities wanting access to the
encryption key for the devices or messages;
the very drawn out European Union negotiations over new data protection rules;
the end of the Safe Harbor transatlantic agreement and ensuing debates over the new Privacy Shield;
questions over the dangers surrounding connected/driverless cars, and the growing ubiquity of the IoT in
general;
the ad–blocking phenomenon;
questions over what impact multiple FinTech solutions will have on the soundness of the banking system,
and blockchain’s ability to replace today’s trusted third parties.
So trust is a focal point for telcos, cloud computing companies, Internet giants, start–ups, governments and
regulators, but also for every economic sector across the board, not to mention consumers and citizens.
And, as always, acknowledging risk must not prevent us from also analysing opportunities, in terms of
innovation, differentiation strategies and the competitive advantages available to many market players.
Once again this year, the vital meeting place that this international conference has become, will include plenary
sessions that will provide a springboard for a series of high–level specialty forums.
These forums are an opportunity to delve deeper into the main trends we expect to see in:
mobile networks with the advent of 5G;
ultrafast broadband;
the Internet of Things;
the TV market’s transformation in Europe;
FinTech;
video games;
the digital promises in Africa;
what makes a smart city.

Save the date and see you
in November in Montpellier!
Yves Gassot
CEO, IDATE DigiWorld

François Barrault
Chairman, IDATE DigiWorld
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12 20 NOVEMBER

DigiWorld Week
THE WEEK OF DIGITAL INNOVATION

The Occitanie Region and Montpellier Métropole
at the dawn of the 4th industrial
revolution
Programme
complet :
www.digiworldweek.com
3rd annual edition of an outstanding week dedicated
to deciphering the
challenges of our new digitalwww.digiworldsummit.com
world
#DWS15

40+ events
400+ speakers
5 000+ attendees

www.digiworldweek.com
• International, national and
regional events:
#DWWEEK15
Start-up Assembly, VR Day,
FTTH international workshop,
working to develop eHealth…

• Partner events
• Digital industry events co-hosted with member companies

Full program: www.digiworldweek.com
#DWWEEK16
AN EVENT
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CO-ORGANIZED WITH

WITH THE SUPPORT OF

Wednesday November 16 - Morning

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 1

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

Trust today
9:00am

Opening session
• François BARRAULT, Chairman, IDATE DigiWorld
• Yves GASSOT, CEO, IDATE DigiWorld
• Marjorie PAILLON, Journalist

09:20am

The risks are clear, but the impacts unknown
Will trust issues shape the future Internet?
Chairman’s introduction:
• Philippe TROUCHAUD, Partner, EMEA Cyber Security Leader, PwC

Hacking start-ups & hacking exploits
Experts reveal the vulnerabilities of current systems
• Yassir KAZAR, CEO & Co-Founder, Yogosha
• Giuseppe TARGIA, VP Security and IOT BU, Nokia

Earning Digital Trust through personalisation and Big Data Analytics

• Vesselin POPOV, Business Development Director of the Psychometrics Centre,
University of Cambridge

Privacy paradox: usage is high, trust is low
Exploring how trust issues affect consumption through a worldwide sectorial benchmark
• Stéphane GEYRES, Managing Director – Security Executive & Kheira BOULHILA, Managing
Director, Digital Lead – Communications, Media and Technology, Accenture
10:25am

Kheira BOULHILA, Managing
Director, Digital Lead - Communications,
Media and Technology, Accenture

Break

Isabelle FALQUE-PIERROTIN,

Chair, WP29 - Chairwoman, French
Data Protection Authority (CNIL)

Vesselin POPOV, Business
Development Director of the Psychometrics
Centre, University of Cambridge

Giuseppe TARGIA

VP Security and IOT BU, Nokia
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Rewarding
French Tech talents
around the world

awards

The 38th annual DigiWorld Summit, in partnership
with Business France and with the support of
French Tech, will be hosting the second annual
DigiWorld Awards, recognising excellence in
digital start-ups created by French entrepreneurs
outside of France, in four categories: Africa and
the Middle East – the Americas – Asia – Europe.
The DigiWorld Awards thus provide a unique opportunity to
identify the many French entrepreneurs who have created
a start-up abroad, and to recognise those who have been
successful overseas… perhaps before coming to France!
The Jury

DigiWorld Awards
Ceremony
16 November, 7:00pm,
Le Corum, Montpellier
(France)

Jury President: Pierre Chappaz, Teads
Viktor Arvidsson, Ericsson France
Vincent Bonneau, IDATE DigiWorld
Anne-Laure Charbonnier, Incubateur Midi-Pyrénées
Pascal Delorme, Accenture
Eliane Fiolet, Übergizmo
Jean-Claude Guyard, Capgemini
Xavier Lorphelin, Serena Capital
Eric Morand, Business France
Hervé Naudin, Orange
Julien-David Nitlech, Iris Capital
Catherine Pommier, Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole,
Business & Innovation Center

An event hosted by
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In partnership with

With the support of

2015 DIgiworld Award winners
Africa-Middle East
Prize

Asia-Pacific
Prize

Americas Prize

Special jury Prize

Wednesday November 16 - Morning

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 1

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

10:55am

Is trust really necessary?
Can trust provide fertile ground for economic growth?
IDATE Insight
• Vincent BONNEAU, Head of Innovation Business Unit, IDATE DigiWorld

Privacy Shield and consumer protection
How to strike a balance between cross-border data sharing and personal data privacy?
Can the European Union and the United States find common ground?
• Isabelle FALQUE-PIERROTIN, Chair, WP 29, Chairwoman, French Data Protection Authority (CNIL)
• Nicolas SEKKAKI, CEO France, IBM

Will ad blocking kill the advertising business?
Finding the right balance between privacy and monetization
• Pierre CHAPPAZ, Co-Founder & Executive Chairman, Teads
11:50am

Technology arms race: What are today’s key enablers?
• Anne BOUVEROT, CEO, Morpho
• Didier LAMOUCHE, President & CEO, Oberthur Technologies

12:25am

Guest keynote
• Stéphane RICHARD, Chairman and CEO, Orange

12:45pm

Lunch

2:00pm

Thematic forums
Connected Things / Future Networks / TV & Video / FinTech / Game Summit

4:45pm

Forums breaks: meet the speakers

6:15pm

DigiWorld Week special guest speaker

7:00pm

DigiWorld Awards ceremony

7:30pm

DigiWorld Week Party - Le Corum - Level 3

Anne BOUVEROT

Pierre CHAPPAZ

Didier LAMOUCHE

Stéphane RICHARD

CEO,
Morpho

Co-Founder & Executive Chairman
Teads

President & CEO,
Oberthur Technologies

Chairman and CEO,
Orange
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Thursday November 17 - Morning

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 2

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

And Trust Tomorrow
9:00am

Game changers: Trust will change our future everyday life
Trust at the heart of the digital transformation
IDATE Insight:
• Soichi NAKAJIMA, Senior Consultant for the Innovation Business Unit, IDATE DigiWorld

IoT usage requires new trust paradigms: spotlight on the autonomous vehicles
Who will ensure users’ trust in the autonomous vehicles and how will it change their everyday life?
Chairman: Patrice BELIE, CEO, Hub One
• Laurent KOCHER, Executive Director, Marketing, Innovation & Services, Keolis
• Patrice REILHAC, Innovation & Collaborative Research Director Comfort & Driving Assistance
Business Group, Valeo

Big Data and finance industry
How data collection and usage can serve digital trust?
• Erki KERT, Co-Founder & CEO, Big Data Scoring
• Cécile WENDLING, PhD, Head of R&D Foresight, AXA
• Laurent MIDRIER, Vice President Strategy & Innovation, Bureau Veritas
10:05am

Trust as an opportunity:
Players working to provide a safe environment
Chairman’s introduction:
• Didier CASAS, Secretary General, Bouygues Telecom
IDATE Insight:
• Yves GASSOT, CEO, IDATE DigiWorld

Who will be the trusted third parties?
Lessons from Denmark, one of the global leaders
• Eva BERNEKE, CEO, KMD

What role will telcos play?
Monetize data or serve as trusted third parties?
• Carlos LOPEZ BLANCO, Global Head, Public and Regulatory Affairs, Telefónica
• Corrado SCIOLLA, President Europe, BT Global Services
11:15am

Break

Eva BERNEKE

Carlos LOPEZ BLANCO

Corrado SCIOLLA

Cécile WENDLING

CEO,
KMD

Global Head, Public and Regulatory
Affairs, Telefónica

President Europe,
BT Global Services

PhD, Head of R&D Foresight,
AXA
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Thursday November 17 - Morning

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 2

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

11:45am

Regulation: trust and antitrust
Should and can Internet platforms be regulated?
• Françoise BENHAMOU, Member of the Executive Board, ARCEP

12:00pm

Will blockchain technology be the ultimate trust solution?
How to go from trusted third parties to decentralized trust?
Chairman’s introduction
• Philippe DEWOST, Deputy Director, in charge of Digital Economy – “Investments for the Future”
Program, Groupe Caisse des Dépôts
• Olaf CARLSON-WEE, Founder & CEO, Polychain Capital
• Joseph LUBIN, Founder & CEO, ConsenSys

12:40pm

Closing Keynote
• Axelle LEMAIRE, French Minister of State for the Digital Sector and Innovation

1:00pm

Lunch

2:00pm

Thematic forums
• Mobile Networks
• Digital Africa
• Smart city
• Game Summit

Françoise BENHAMOU

Olaf CARLSON-WEE

Axelle LEMAIRE

Joseph LUBIN

Member of the Executive Board,
ARCEP

Founder & CEO,
Polychain Capital

French Minister of State for the
Digital Sector and Innovation

Founder & CEO,
ConsenSys
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Internet of Things markets
The promises of a very fragmented market
IDATE insight
Samuel ROPERT, s.ropert@idate.org

Although the Internet of Things is a powerful concept, it is
not necessarily a market in and of itself. IoT encompasses
a very disparate array of fields that need to be examined
separately, to obtain an accurate understanding of their
particular features, and their true growth potential. More
operationally, beyond cost savings opportunities (mainly
through various internal optimisations), with more and
more connected objects, new services will emerge –
chiefly through the connectivity itself (remote control
applications), but also via the data generated by the
machines. Leading industrial heavyweights already have
their own data-oriented department.
On the industrial side, two approaches can be distinguished: traditional machine-to-machine and the ‘industrial internet’: the latter referring to an interconnected ecosystem and the former to a more siloed approach. In the
main, the creation of value in the industrial Internet lies in
data collection and analysis. The main question then for
market players is how to collect data and analyse them, to
then generate revenue. The bulk of M2M revenue should
come from software and IT integration as primary applications, with the aim of enabling massive savings within
verticals. Consequently, all providers are working on delivering an end-to-end solution with a strong service bent
– even if this might require acquisitions for some verticals.
Applied to the consumer world, the Internet of Things (IoT)
refers to smart home and connected objects in general,
relatively new markets that are starting to take off. Even if
questions are being raised over the sustainability of their
adoption. The main reason is the lack of services attached

to these objects, apart from remote use, through a mobile
app. Many applications would be based on data generated by those things. However, unlike the industrial market,
data privacy is a major concern here as it involves consumers’ approval. The blurred lines around privacy regulation have made all of the ecosystem’s players reluctant to
provide consumer market solutions. Another hurdle is to
determine what value-added comes from connecting these
objects, and how to monetise the data they generate: will
all objects be connected? Will all data be valuable? If so,
how valuable?

Emerging IoT markets

Siloed
connectivity

Interconnected
connectivity

M2M

Business

Consumer

Machine
to Machine

Wearables &
Connected objects

• Connected cars
• Smart meters
• Alarms

• Point of sale
• Remote health
monitoring

Industrial
Internet
• Supply chain optimization
• Product performance
improvment

• Activity trackers
• Fitness gadgets
• Smart lighting …

Smart
home
• Home appliances connected
and remotely controlled through
the Internet

Source: IDATE DigiWorld, The Internet of Things markets, October 2015

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• M2M: a new momentum, Automotive, Consumer Electronics & Utilities the main drivers for consisting growth, Dec. 2015
• Smart Home, A promising market, taking off slowly, Dec. 2015
• Telcos’ Connected Objects Strategies, How to compete with OTT players, Apr.2016
• Industrial Internet, Towards the 4th industrial revolution, June 2016

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Connected Things Forum

Data privacy and security: how to convert risk into
revenue opportunities?
Data are already at the core of tomorrow’s business models, and managing them is already a central
issue for both the consumer and the industrial worlds. This forum will provide an opportunity to answer
the many questions being raised about data collection, and will explore the promises of the utilisation of
data from Big Data: will it equal big value?

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE Digiworld
Infrastructure: Will the smart factory be a real game changer for industry?
Industrial assets will be optimised through the development of the smart factory concept, by
implementing new manufacturing practices that take advantage of ICT innovations. This goes well
beyond the introduction of new technologies in the production process. The underlying principle
is to increase interconnection and integration of the different ICT-enabled components in a single
networked system. The trend is being hailed as the fourth industrial revolution, one that will have
significant and lasting effects on society as a whole.
• Deep shift in terms of industrial processes or gradual innovation?
• Which industries are leading the way? What are some key deployments?
• A long-term strategic investment in a highly competitive market?
How can innovative products and services improve customer loyalty?
The integration of the Internet of Things in various verticals will also enable the supply of
innovative products and services. As more objects become “connected”, new services could
emerge thanks to that connectivity (remote control applications) along with value-added services
enabled by the data these objects generate. These services will also transform the customer
relationship paradigm, from purchasing a product (transactional relationship) to a recurring
relationship between suppliers and customers.
• Services: source of additional revenue and/or bundled with an innovative product?
• Towards a new customer-centric relationship paradigm?
Conclusions

4:50 - 5:30pm

Confab and cocktails: Meet the speakers - hosted by

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Laurent JULLIARD, VP Corporate Research, Schneider Electric / Frédéric VASNIER, EVP Embedded SW & Products,
GEMALTO / Soline OLSZANSKI, VP Strategy & Innovation, Hub One / Alexis DURET, CEO, Air Liquide Services /
David VASQUEZ, IoT Evangelist, Verizon Enterprise Solutions / …

SPONSORS

PARTNER
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Ultra-Fast Broadband Public Policies
Does any one country provide a model of reference?
IDATE insight
Pierre-Michel ATTALI, pm.attali@idate.org
Nicolas MORENO, n.moreno@idate.org
Europe 2020, the key document in Europe’s growth strategy for the coming years, published by the European
Commission in May 2010, unveiled the objectives of the Digital Agenda for Europe (DAE). One of the main questions
concerns the efficiency of the different national plans (technological approach, funding, regulation…) which have been
designed to achieve the objectives of the DAE.
National programme objectives in sync with the Digital
Agenda for Europe
With the exception of France, whose coverage objectives
are two years behind Europe’s, and Sweden which does
not have specific time-related targets, many national plans
are in line with DAE coverage objectives. Most European
countries have also set additional targets, in most cases to
achieve more ambitious UFB objectives, either in terms of
connection speeds (France, Italy) or time frame (Germany,
Sweden).

Currently disparate landscape
The disparate coverage levels in European countries cannot be attributed to any single factor, but rather to a combination of demographics, technological choices and the
strength of private investment. Each European country
has established a public policy (objectives, technologies)
based on its own situation and features. These national
plans are vital but in themselves not enough to achieve
complete superfast coverage, or nationwide ultrafast 100
Mbps coverage down the road.

European superfast and ultrafast rankings:
30 and 100 Mbps NGA coverage
(December 2015)
DAE Objectives of 30 Mbps 100% home passed

DAE Objectives of 100 Mbps 100% home passed
91%

91%

91%

67%

81%

61%

77%

46%

76%

46%

45%

32%

44%

10%
DAE objectives of 30Mbps
100% home passed

Source: IDATE DigiWorld, Digital Agenda for Europe, July 2016

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• World FTTx market: Markets at December 2015 & Forecasts to 2020,July 2016
• Digital Agenda Europe, Europe (EU-28) at the end of 2015, July 2016
• Public policies for UFB, Benchmarking 7 countries in relation to the Digital Agenda for Europe, June 2016
• Telco investment challenges, CapEX dynamics, Dec. 2015

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Future Networks Forum
Public initiatives in Europe for Ultrafast
Broadband Networks

Starting with an inventory of the current situation in Europe and a look at government-led initiatives, this
forum will deliver an open discussion on technological choices, financial support mechanisms and the
legal frameworks being used, sharing case studies, how telcos view public initiatives, and seek to answer
the key question: what is the best model to attract investors?
2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE Digiworld
Success and failure of existing plans to support ultrafast broadband networks rollouts in Europe
The vast majority of European Union countries are engaged in national plans that are in line with the
objectives set by the DAE. The current status of UFB coverage appear differs from country to country
for a variety of reasons: geographic features, technological context, funding model, regulatory
framework, degree of competition between operators...
• What are the national programme guidelines (targets and technology mix) and what is the present
situation (deployment and subscription levels)?
• How much public money is being mobilised and how?
• What impact will see on competition?
Financing network rollouts: What are the preferred partnerships?
UFB network financing uses different models of partnerships, including public-private partnerships
as an essential lever for the deployment of networks. Given this fact, several models are used by
public actors, both during their construction and once they are up and running.
• What funding models are used for network deployments?
• What types of partnerships are being established?
Conclusions

4:50-5:30pm

Confab and cocktails: Meet the speakers

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Harald GRUBER, Head of Division – Digital Economy & Education, EIB / Anna KRZYZANOWSKA, Head of Unit
Broadband, DG CONNECT, European Commission / Thomas LANGER, Finance Consultant, FTTH Council Europe
/ Luis ALVEIRINHO, Network & Operations, Director, Portugal Telecom / Gabriele MANDURINO, CFO, Covage /...

At the exhibition level, S@TCOM dedicated stand will host the space domain companies that will have the pleasure to
present last innovations in the satellite telecommunications field.

PARTNERS
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Creating a single television market:
Is harmonising copyright the only issue at hand?
IDATE insight
Florence LE BORGNE, f.leborgne@idate.org
If directive 2001/29/EC harmonise copyright across the
European Union, this does not mean that rights owners
enjoy a single system of copyright protection throughout
the EU. Their coverage is in fact an assembly of national
rights whose geographic scope continues to be confined
to the Member State that grants them.
At a time when more and more consumers are watching
videos on mobile devices, and expect to be able to do
so anywhere, anytime, the territorial aspect of copyright
creates problems when it comes to cross-border access
and the portability of this content. According to the
European Commission, the ability to access a video service
in another Member State is guaranteed for less than 4% of
all VoD content in the EU. Moreover, for copyright reasons,
consumers are often unable to continue to access a VoD
service they subscribe to at home when travelling in
another European Union country.
The territoriality of copyright is, however, far from being
the single obstacle to the development of cross-border
services. At the top of the list of other hurdles is the

Comparison of growth in the number
of VOD services in major European
countries between February 2012
and December 2015, by country
where service was established

national exclusivity imposed by rights owners to secure
pre-financing for their content, along with:
• the costs and constraints bound up with the need to
employ multilingual staff to provide customer service;
• different national regulations on private copies, consumer
protection, the protection of minors, taxation, distribution
windows, etc.;
• subtitling and dubbing costs;
• the cost of localising marketing campaigns;
• the lack of technical standards for distributing content;
• low broadband availability and/or adoption levels in
some countries;
• the lack of demand for cross-border services.
A less ambitious plan, which aimed only to guarantee
the portability of content across Europe, would seem
more realistic. For service providers, this would mean
negotiating a clearly defined exception with rights holders,
and providing a clear framework for the territoriality of
rights, to be able to allow their customers to view their
programmes wherever they are in Europe.

February 2012

December 2015

Source : IDATE DigiWorld d’après MAVISE,
Observatoire européen de l’audiovisuel, Video On Demand,
Mai 2016

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• TV in the Digital Single Market: Impact of current regulatory changes on the audiovisual value chain, Dec. 2015
• TV in the Digital Single Market: Terrestrial - Satellite - Cable - IPTV - DVD - Blu-ray - Video on demand, Dec. 2015
• Video-On-Demand: Europe’s main markets in the aftermath of Netflix world conquest, May 2016
• Video Solution Providers: Towards Software-Defined Video, Jul. 2016

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

SPONSOR IN EXCLUSIVITY BY

TV & Video Forum
Geo-blocking and copyright:
A question of trust?

Copyright reform and the fight against geo-blocking are two major areas of focus for the European Commission,
as it seeks to create a digital single market. Between deliberate commercial practices and the territorial
nature of rights, these two issues continue to fragment the European market and restrict the choices available
to consumers. Will rebuilding digital trust be enough to lay the foundation for a European TV market?
2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld
Cross–border services: a question of discrimination?
If brands have managed to develop their business in several European markets, there is virtually no
real cross-border TV/VoD service in existence today. Beyond sales and marketing strategies, what
hurdles do distributors face?
• How to manage multilingualism?
• Is it possible to adapt to distribution and consumption restrictions? And to localise marketing
campaigns?
• Are linear and non-linear services on an equal footing?
• What would be the chief benefits of a single television market?
Content in the digital single market: a question of regulation?
While the entire content economy is based on a principle of selling rights country by country or region
by region, the European Commission’s desire to create a single market raises a host of questions over
the actual impediments to such a project:
• Can a digital single market open up opportunities for rights owners?
• How can content be financed without the system of territorial exclusivity?
• What system should be used to protect intellectual property rights?
• Will the development of cross-border services stimulate the circulation of works around Europe, and
help promote cultural diversity across the continent?
• Is there really a demand from consumers for cross-border services?
Conclusions

4:50-5:30pm

Confab and cocktails: Meet the speakers - Hosted by

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Maja CAPPELLO, Head of the Department for Legal Information, European Audiovisual Observatory / Daniel
FRIEDLAENDER, Head of EU office, Sky / Petr HORAK, Head of diversification, Nova / John MAGUIRE, Managing
Director, Accenture Digital Video / Mathieu MOREUIL, Head of European Public Policy, The Premier League /…
At the exhibition level, S@TCOM dedicated stand will host the space domain companies that will have the pleasure to
present last innovations in the satellite telecommunications field.
PARTNERS
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Financial market transformation: The challenges and
opportunities of FinTech for the financial industry
IDATE insight
Bertrand COPIGNEAUX, b.copigneaux@idate.org
Banking has long represented a big market for IT and digital technologies. It is probably one of the sectors that has
invested the most in information technologies over time, for
retail banking activities, and more recently for risk control
systems to ensure compliance with banking and finance regulations. More recently, however, digital innovation in this
sector has been overtaken by the explosion of FinTech. Hundreds of start-ups have demonstrated the potential to innovate and transform the banking and finance as we know it.
In light of recent events, several areas of innovation have
emerged from the development of FinTech, either in competition or partnership with veteran banking industry players.

Every corner of the financial sector is affected, from payment solutions, to credit and lending activities faced with
crowdsourced alternatives, the use of blockchains and
cryptocurrency-based solutions, to the emergence of high
frequency trading, big data analysis solutions and AI roboadvisors.
These technologies are disrupting the finance ecosystem,
and paving the way for new players, and new business models. They also open up opportunities for the industry to
transform itself and become more efficient and profitable.

Decentralised Application Business Models Using Blockchains

Source: IDATE Digiworld, Blockchains, 2016.

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• Mobile Payment: The state of the industry, amid new stakes, Apr. 2016
• Privacy Business: How will privacy issues affect Internet business models, Jan. 2016
• Blockchain: 4Q - 2016
• Digital Identity: 3Q - 2016

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

FinTech Forum

The challenges and opportunities of FinTech for the financial industry
Co-organized with L’Atelier BNP Paribas
This forum will explore the challenges ahead for players from the financial, banking and insurance
sectors: transformation of their business models, with trust at the heart of their strategies, and the
changing shape of customer relations as technologies for cutting out the middleman and new digital
platforms take hold.
2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld
FinTech: Disruptions in the Financial Ecosystem
This session looks at the latest innovations in the arena of FinTech and how they will impact financial
industries, with special focus on the insurance sector.
• What are the most promising new technologies and applications reaching the market?
• Who are start-ups and innovators behind these innovations, and what are their business models?
What impact should we expect to see on financial industry players and their customers?
Digital transformation in the banking industry
This session gathers representatives from the banking industry to analyse how the sector is adapting
and taking advantage of the new innovations.
• How can open innovation practices help the banking industry to take advantage of new innovations?
• How financial sector products and practices are adapting, and what role can and should regulation
take to tackle the new challenges?
Conclusions

4:50-5:30pm

Confab and cocktails: Meet the speakers

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Francis BAREL, Head of Market Growth, PayPal / Olaf CARLSON-WEE, Founder & CEO, Polychain Capital / JeanHervé LORENZI, President, Pôle de Compétitivité Finance Innovation /…
PARTNERS

DigiWorld Economic Journal
Digital Innovation & Finance Transformation
Over the past several quarters, digital innovation has been marked by the FinTech sector’s
emergence as one of the top targets for investment, with a by-product of growing enthusiasm
over the prospects opened by the blockchain concept.
• How do we define the scope of FinTech?
• What is behind this boon of financial innovations born of FinTech?
The purpose of this dossier is not so much to take an X-ray look at FinTech in and of itself,
but rather its relationship with the finance industry, and how it might impact its professions,
its players and the regulations that govern it.
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FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY, 16 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Game Summit - Part 1
Entering the mass media era

Kicking off with a detailed snapshot of today’s market, this forum will host a debate on the core issues
and challenges ahead for virtual reality and mixed reality in gaming, as much from a technological as
an economic standpoint. Discussions will address applications and use, including the dividing line
between gaming and the creation of dedicated content.

2:00pm

Game Summit Introduction
The real reality of VR
Facing new shape of piracy
Major competitive advantage of HTC Vive
Application field of artificial reality (VR, AR, MR)
Main stakes of video game mixed reality

4:50-5:30pm

Confab and cocktails: Meet the speakers

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Chris BARTLETT, Lead Artist, Crytal Dynamics / Suzan GOLD, Associate Director of Games, Northeastern
University / Alexis JOLIS-DESAUTELS, Game Director, Ubisoft Montréal / Nicole LAZZARO, President, XEODesign,
Inc. / Sebastien WLOCH, Co-founder, Asobo Studio /…

PARTNERS

SPONSOR

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING
IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• World Video Game Markets: Trends, analyses and in-depth
market outlook, June 2016
• World Digital Content Markets: A disintermediated video
game industry, June 2015
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UPCOMING PUBLICATIONS
• Augmented Reality Gaming: 3Q - 2016

FORUMS - DAY 2

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY, 17 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Game Summit - Part 2
Entering the mass media era

As the industry becomes increasingly concentrated, video games’ ongoing development is built on
a remarkable capacity to innovate and adapt. This forum will examine the major economic issues at
hand, including the popularity of mobile gaming, the user data conundrum, the merger of eSport and
TV channels, and why media conglomerates are suddenly taking a keen interest in gaming.

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld: 10 video game industry trends for the coming months
SNJV (National Video Game Developers Trade Association) President introduction
eSports: a game changer for the industry
Know The Present, Prepare for the Future
Conclusions

4:00pm

Closing cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Matthieu DALLON, CEO, Oxent and Chairman, France eSport / Juan GRIL, President & Studio Head, Joju Games
/ Ryan KAUFMAN, Director of Design, Telltale Games / Fabien-Pierre NICOLAS, VP Marketing & Community,
AppAnnie / Levan SARDJEVELADZE, CEO, Celcius Online and Chairman, SNJV /…

ASSOCIATE EVENT

Montpellier In Game
“The 7th edition of the Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole international video game
event, famously known as the MIG (Montpellier in Game), will be held on November
14-17, 2016 in Montpellier. For years, MIG has been a great success. The 2016 edition
of the MIG will be based on high-end conferences (through a long term sponsorship
with IDATE Game Summit) and game contests for students (Game Challenge). The top
names in the video game world are expected: Ubisoft, Telltale Games, Asobo Studio,
Oxent (ESWC), AppAnnie.”
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IDATE
The European digital
economy think tank

Institute
YEARLY
PROGRAMME
• DigiWorld Clubs:
Brussels, London, Paris
• DigiWorld Summit
• DigiWorld Future
• DigiWorld Yearbook
• DigiWorld economic journal
• Collaborative Research

IDATE
Consulting

Research
REPORTS
& DATABASES
•
•
•
•

Future Networks
Telecom Strategies
Media Strategies
Internet Economics

CONSULTING
SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Market & Usage analysis
Feasibility studies
Strategy
Public policies
Training & Communication

www.idate.org

#Telecom #Media #Innovation #DigitalTerritories
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5G will be here by 2020…
What will that really mean in Japan, South Korea
and the United States?
IDATE insight
Frédéric Pujol, f.pujol@idate.org

Europe’s future society and economy will rely heavily on
5G infrastructure. The impact will go far beyond existing
wireless access networks, with the of having faster
communication services that are available everywhere,
all the time. 5G is a real opportunity for the European ICT
sector, which is already well positioned in the global R&D
race. 5G technologies will be adopted and deployed globally
in line with the needs of developed and emerging markets.
While many of the technical aspects attached to 5G are
scaling up globally, requirements analysis for key vertical
sectors is progressing rapidly. The emergence and deployment of 5G technology is likely to trigger innovation in the
industry, thus leveraging sustainable societal change. There
is a vision for 5G to become a stakeholder-driven, holistic
ecosystem for technical and business innovation, integrating networking, computing and storage resources into
one programmable and unified infrastructure. In addition,

thanks to real-time and larger traffic volume capabilities, 5G is expected to enable the transport of software
to the data rather than the other way round, i.e. executing software on the device where the data are produced
instead of sending all data to a centralised datacentre –
thereby paving the way for new opportunities in the cloud
computing market, where European companies could
gain a significant market share.
In the long run, it will not be enough to explore the requirements of vertical industries, and a proper analysis will also
need to be conducted of market trends to sense new, upcoming technology, especially from companies outside the
industrial mainstream. Potentially disruptive technologies
typically go widely undetected by the established industry,
but clearly have a real potential to become engines of significant technical change and innovation. Unanticipated
5G features are likely to emerge from future technological,
legal, societal and socio-economic considerations.

Source: The METIS-II 5G use cases and
their mapping to the 5G services

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING
IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• World LTE market & MBB spectrum: Markets at June
2015 & Forecasts to 2019 Players - Technologies - CapEx –
Pricing – Dec. 2015
• Key outcomes from WRC-15: Four years to pave the way
for the future of telecoms, Feb. 2016

UPCOMING PUBLICATIONS
• 5G & verticals: 3 Q 2016
• Future of Automotive: 4 Q 2016

FORUMS - DAY 2

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY, 17 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Mobile Networks Forum
5G outlook and verticals
Co-organized with 5G PPP

Starting with a look at the major developments we are expecting from 5G, and the technological
disruptions in its wake, this forum will be a chance to debate what role telcos and verticals will play in
this new landscape. In particular, it will explore what telcos will bring to the table aside from connectivity,
and assess the market potential of verticals in this new environment.

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld
5G commercial services before 2020
European operators are betting upon new machine type communications markets for 5G whereas
USA, Japan and South Korea seem to bet on enhanced mobile broadband services. What should be
the priorities for early 5G services? Which evolutions of the value chain
Verticals & 5G evolution
Could vertical sectors (eHealth, automotive, Energy, factory of the future, media and entertainment,
public safety, agriculture…) fuel machine type communication 5G subscriptions?
The purpose of this roundtable is to understand what impact 5G will have on vertical markets, by
exploring three key questions:
• What real changes will 5G bring and what are the expected disruptions in the 10 years to come?
• How will 5G change verticals’ business models?
• How will mobile market and vertical market players position themselves in this new landscape?
Is Europe on par with USA and China in terms of 5G developments?
Japan and South Korea are rushing in order to show 5G services in 2018 and 2020. Many fixed
wireless services based on 5G are under preparation in the USA before 2020. What is the status of
5G R&D efforts?
Conclusions

4:00pm

Closing cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Jean-Pierre BIENAIME, Secretary General, 5G Infrastructure Association / Gilles BREGANT, CEO, ANFR / Laurent
FOURNIER, Senior Director Business Development and Country, QUALCOMM / Jean-Louis MOUNIER, Industrial
Director, TDF / Terje TJELTA, Senior Research Scientist, Telenor, Facilitator WG 5G Spectrum, 5G PPP /...

SPONSORS

PARTNER
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The Digital Promise in Africa:
Singular development models
IDATE insight
Sophie LUBRANO, s.lubrano@idate.org
Didier POUILLOT, d.pouillot@idate.org
Faced with the challenge of digitising government operations, the economy and everyday life, Africa is innovating with singular development models that make
use of the latest technologies
Africa has a number of singular features that have
carried over into an original development model. First,
the weak purchasing power in most countries has
driven the rise of a low-cost market, both for services
and mobile handsets, primarily with a prepaid model.
The transition to data services could follow the same
path, dominated by low-end plans billed based on data
volume. Further down the road, Africa’s growing middle
class will make it possible to move beyond the low-cost
approach and foster the development of value-added
products.
The region has also managed to capitalise on the

latest technologies, leapfrogging over several stages
of development, starting with the use of wireless
technologies for accessing the Web. The continent should
also benefit eventually from upcoming innovations such
as constellations (drones, balloons, micro–satellites)
to bring access to rural areas. Lastly, Africa has been
a seedbed of innovations in services, in the financial
arena (e.g. the well-known success of e-money),
health, farming and education. Also noteworthy is
the development of entertainment services, with well
established film and TV production hubs and the more
recent video game hubs.
Africa’s digital industry is expanding, with the creation
of technology hubs, incubators for start-ups, regional
trade and collaboration networks, bolstered by the
support of local governments and global digital industry
leaders.

Growth rate of the different services

Telecom market growth in Africa/ the Middle East

Source: IDATE DigiWorld

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• World Telecom Services Market: Trends & Analyses, July to December 2015 – Jan. 2016
• World LTE market & MBB spectrum: Markets at June 2015 & Forecasts to 2019
• Players - Technologies - CapEx - Pricing – Dec. 2015
• World FTTx market: Markets at December 2015 & Forecasts to 2020 – Jul. 2016
• Telco investment challenges: CapEx dynamics – Dec. 2015

FORUMS - DAY 2
THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

SPONSOR IN EXCLUSIVITY BY

Digital Africa Forum
The Internet promise in Africa

After the tremendous rise of mobile telephony, we are seeing a new wave of digital innovation in several major cities
in Africa today. Innovation that is being propelled by expanding Internet access, investments in 3G and now 4G
networks, the first fiber rollouts and new prospects opening up around satellite. Alongside federal governments and
local authorities, telcos, Africa’s corporate heavyweights and its universities, new entrepreneurs are entering the fray.
2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld
Expanding Internet access
The Internet can only develop if new fast and robust networks are deployed.
• What are the main obstacles to the Internet’s development: RoI for telcos, the price of smartphones
and services, the ability to turn a profit on services, purchasing power?
• Which are the most advanced markets in Africa, and what are the main reasons behind their lead?
• What is the status on the work being done to strengthen national and regional backbones?
• What are the alternative solutions to cellular for providing Internet access, and under what conditions:
FTTH, Wi-Fi, satellite, unconventional solutions?
Satellite
In addition to the traditional video market, what new growth outlets are available to satellite in Africa:
B2B market, Internet access, IP video for smartphones, hybrid solutions that combine satellite and
Wi–Fi, vertical markets, M2M? What new business models will emerge as a result? What are the issues
surrounding a partnership with Facebook?
Innovative ecosystems
Digital development in Africa depends on multifarious factors, and particularly in the creation of an
innovative ecosystem populated by industry heavyweights, start-ups and local content producers. How to
stimulate the creation of just such an innovative digital ecosystem?
Public policymakers
Africa is a land of innovation, and there is room for value-added services that manage to adapt to the socioeconomic, political, technological and competitive situation, and to incorporate local content. Governments
are well aware of these challenges, and of the historic opportunity for African nations to be full-fledged
actors in the 3rd industrial revolution caused by digital services.
Conclusions

4:00pm

Closing cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Jean-François BUREAU, Director of Institutional & International Affairs, Eutelsat / Reine ESSOBMADJE, Founder
and International Consultant, Evolving Consulting / Pierre POM, Corporate Strategy & Business Development for
Central & West Africa, ATOS /...
At the exhibition level, S@TCOM dedicated stand will host the space domain companies that will have the pleasure to
present last innovations in the satellite telecommunications field.
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Trust and the smart city
Trust is key to the success of smart cities
IDATE insight
Philippe BAUDOUIN, p.baudouin@idate.org

The prospects opened up by the smart city are rooted in a more intense use of digital technologies in the multiple
components that make up the urban ecosystem: transport, security, network management, environmental management, waste management, transforming commerce, tourism, relations with government services, etc. It is well understood that smart city projects can only develop successfully if the applications are relevant (useful and accepted) and
if they are gradually interwoven with a cross-cutting momentum on a city-wide scale.
Beyond that, the success of these initiatives will depend in
large part on users’ trust in the digital infrastructure and
services on offer, along with the project’s ability to mobilise
all of the urban ecosystem’s stakeholders. Taking proper
account of these prerequisites must be central to governing
any smart city project.
How to persuade users of the benefits of smart city
projects?

• How to exploit the full potential of participatory democracy
(civil tech) when running a smart city project?
• How can open data help strengthen trust in smart cities?
• How to prevent a smart city project from becoming just
a juxtaposition of separate initiatives, bereft of synergies?
• How to talk about the risks of cybersecurity in a smart
city project?
• What process needs to be in place to ensure the
development of a resilient smart city?

Building blocks of trust in the smart city
Protection of city
and personal data

Perception of value

Seal of approval for
apps and services

Digital ID certification

Trust &
the smart city

Resilient information
systems

Clear regulatory
framework

Committed government
authorities

Robust infrastructures
and networks

Source: IDATE DigiWorld

DELVE DEEPER WITH THE FOLLOWING
IDATE MARKET REPORTS
• Privacy Business: How will privacy issues affect Internet
business models – Jan. 2016

UPCOMING PUBLICATIONS
• Digital Identity: 3 Q 2016
• Connected Cities – 3 Q 2016
• Smart City & urban IoT: 4 Q 2016

FORUMS - DAY 2

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Smart City Forum
Building a city of trust

Local authorities and public policymakers have a central role to play – as planners, managers, contractors,
trusted third parties, guarantors of data protection and the safety of citizens – in providing a trusted
environment for smart city developments, in concert with the smart city ecosystem’s stakeholders.

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE DigiWorld
How to build trust in the smart city?
Trust and the smart city have a complex alchemy. Among other things, the process implies
avoiding purely top-down approaches when planning and carrying out projects, welcoming
initiatives from entrepreneurs, making use of scientific validation bodies, planning on a dedicated
system to ensure privacy protection, and thinking about the robustness and resilience of digital
applications and information systems.
This round table will examine some of the key trust-building considerations when mapping out
how a smart city will be governed:
• How to test the usefulness of a smart city service and users’ interest in it during the design stage?
• How much consideration should be given to bottom-up and open innovation approaches to
“open up” smart city projects?
• How to guarantee that smart city services are developed in a way that protects citizens’ privacy?
• How to anticipate the pitfalls of a hyper connected city, and build resilient information systems?
Conclusions

4:00pm

Closing cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Eva BERNEKE, CEO, KMD / Niels DE SHUTTER, Global Head of Public and Health Solutions, Atos / Guus SLUIJTER,
Strategic Advisor, Gemeente Eindhoven / François STEPHAN, Deputy CEO, System /...

SPONSOR

PARTNERS
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PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS
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© Emmanuel Grimault

The region accompanies
and boosts
the regional digital ecosystem

Occitanie /Pyrénées-Méditerranée,
digital innovation
9,800
business

46,300

jobs

2 clusters

This 3rd edition of DigiWorld Week will be held from 12th to 20th
November all over the Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée region.
This full week is dedicated to the innovation and major challenges
the digital economy faces. It will highlight the new technologies of
regional businesses who are at their top of their game, as well as
content creation and services for local or international clients.

laregion.fr
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1 200 DELEGATES
140 SPEAKERS
25 NATIONALITIES
70 PARTNERS
& EXHIBITORS
96% GLOBAL
SATISFACTION
26%

25%

27%

22%

THINKING THROUGH THE DIGITAL
ECONOMY IN EUROPE
GETTING THE JUMP ON MARKET INNOVATION

•
•
•

Understand upcoming disruptions and their impact on
telecom, IT, Internet and media markets
Access international benchmarks and wide-ranging viewpoints
Take stock of game-changing innovations: future networks, the
Internet of Things, TV and video distribution, video game, smart
cities, Fintech, emerging economies,…
DISCUSS WHAT IS TRULY AT STAKE

•
•
•
•

Insight and analyses from IDATE DigiWorld experts
Incisive commentary from top flight executives
Invaluable insights from public policymakers
Original contributions from high level academics and economists
A UNIQUE NETWORKING EXPERIENCE

•

Audience: positions
CEO / President / Chaiman
Executive (SVP, EVP, Directors)
Unit / Project Manager
Other (analysts, journalists,...)

18%

17%

6%

16%

15%

7%
5%

16%

•

Audience: sectors
Telecoms
Internet
Media
IT
Video Game
Consulting-Finance-Law
Public Authorities
Other (journalists, students...)

Over two days of discussions between DigiWorld
Institute members, the 140 speakers, over 1,200 participants
and the 70 exhibitors and partners from more than 25 countries.
Fantastic debate and networking opportunities in both formal and
informal settings: in-session, during breaks, at lunch, the gala
dinner, over nightcaps, on social media…

ABOUT IDATE DIGIWORLD
IDATE DigiWorld is one of Europe’s foremost ICT experts, specializing
in telecom, media and Internet markets, and in digital regional development. Our team has been providing consultancy services, market
intelligence solutions and networking opportunities since 1977,
delivering in-depth understanding of the digital world and helping
out clients in their strategic decision-making. We are very proud that,
every year, more than 400 government bodies and multinationals from
around the globe put their trust in our three core activities:

•
•
•

Digiworld Institute: European think tank open on the world
DigiWorld Research: an independent observatory of digital markets
and innovation
IDATE Consulting: time-tested analysis and consultancy solutions

www.idate.org

REGISTER BEFORE OCTOBER 10
AND SAVE UP TO 30% AT
www.digiworldsummit.com
Contact us:
DigiWorld Summit
Christine Barre
c.barre@idate.org
+33(0)467 144 447
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Maxime Bascop
m.bascop@idate.org
+33(0)467 144 471

